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What was your most recent experience with racism?  

How did you feel? 

What did you do? 

What thoughts cross your mind? 
Did you respond the way you expected ? 

Do you believe you were harmed by the experience? 

Were you able to name it in the moment?

How did you respond? 



What is Racism
Who Benefits

Who is Harmed
Racism has at  
least two sides

The Oppressed 

The Oppressor 

Hilliard d’Auberteuil, a 18th century slaveholder declared that “Policy and safety 
requires that we crush the race of  blacks by a contempt so great that 
who ever descends from it even to the sixth generation shall be covered with an 
indelible stain" (quoted in Hutton 2007 p. 132). 



When you imagined the rain of racism falling… 



How wet did you get? 



SOAKED 
(strategizing on how to get less wet) 

SOAKED 
(poetically delighting in the wetness) 

SOAKED 
(Contemplating on what the wetness might 

mean for continued good health) 

SOAKED 
(concerned your material  

(belongings will damaged from the wetness) 

SOAKED 
(overwhelmed by the rain and the wetness) 

SOAKED 
(feeling unsatisfied with one’s place  

in a world where one can easily be rained on ) 

SOAKED 
(wondering if  soaked wetness is a look on you ) 

REASONABLY WET 
(strategizing on how to get less wet) 

REASONABLY WET 
(Contemplating on how wetness might  

impact continued good health) 

REASONABLY WET 
(comfortably annoyed at the wetness) 

REASONABLY WET 
(concerned your material  

belongings might damaged from the wetness)

REASONABLY WET 
(will need to purchase a new  
raincoat and/or umbrella)

REASONABLY WET 
(contemplating whether you have on the right )

SLIGHTLY WET 
(strategizing on how to stay more) 

SLIGHTLY WET 
( not particularly concerned about health) 

SLIGHTLY WET 
(in fairly good temperament)

SLIGHTLY WET 
(material belongings are not wet )

SLIGHTLY WET 
(found shop to buy a new  

raincoat, umbrella, and Wellie)

DRY 
(witnessing the rain and/or others 

getting wet) 

DRY 
(in good health/no 

concern for well being) 

DRY 
(happy and jovial) 

DRY 
(no concerns for material belongs, 

they can be easily replaced) 

SLIGHTLY WET 
(took as selfie and posted it)

DRY 
(owns shop where new  

raincoat, umbrella, and Wellie can 
be brought) 

DRY 
(thinking the rain will soon pass) 

No. . . Really, how wet did YOU get? 



What might your level of  imagined wetness tell you 
about your location in the ongoing project of  racism?



You've got to be taught, to hate and fear 
You've got to be taught from year to year 
It's got to be drummed in your dear little ear 
You've got to be carefully taught 
You've got to be taught, to be afraid 
Of  people whose eyes are oddly made 
And people whose skin is a different shade 
You've got to be carefully taught 
You've got to be taught before it's too late 
Before you are six or seven or eight 
To hate ALL the people your relatives hate 
You've got to be carefully taught 
You've got to be carefully taught

You have to be carefully taught
Oscar Greeley Clendenning Hammerstein II  

an American lyricist, librettist, theatrical producer, and director

Creating oppressors 

https://youtu.be/VPf6ITsjsgk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehNu_rzzsRw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehNu_rzzsRw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPf6ITsjsgk


In what ways might your identity be bound to racism? 

In what ways might the identity of  The Place be bound to racism?



Racism?
What is 

How would  YOU define it?
Does your definition include inequitable disparities in accessing:

Health
Housing

Education

Food

Air

Water

Where does it come from?  

Kindness

Truth

Internet

Legal Protection

Human Rights

InformationPay

Technology

Wellbeing

Safety

Personal Security
Child Care

Clothing Medical Care

Banking

Financial Security

Prenatal Care Social Goods

Dreaming
Childhood

Traveling

Walking

Innocence

Prescription Medicine
Consideration

Independence

Surgery

Aging Well

Eye and Dental Care

Dignity

Tenderness

Science

Home

Green Spaces

Emotional Security

IntimacySelf-Actualization

Survival

Cognitive Flourishing

Flourishing

Social Standing

Social Mobility

Belonging

Accountability



Fear 

Shame Silence

Silence
Silence

Silence
Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence
Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

 Hate 

Guilt

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence

Silence



“We learn to lie, either with overt mistruths 
or with egregious omissions, at a very 
intimate level not to ask for 
what we need, not to say aloud what we 
want, not to be honest when things hurt of  
bother us” Brown, p. 142.

Silence

We lie to ourselves at our deepest levels so the 
lies we tell others appear to us as “harmless” 
little white lies.   

Small action: consider keeping a weekly lie-journal - a place where one day 
a week you list the lies you have told that day to yourself  and to others.  



Racism is embodied 
It impacts one’s experience of  one’s own body and the bodies of  others

Bodies develop patterns and get caught up in cycles that resist possibilities for  
wellness/wholeness (Van Der Kolk, 2014). 



Can you put language to the internal journey your 
body went through in that moment? 

Can you put language to the internal journey your 
body goes through when recalling the moment? 

In your review a recent personal encounter with racism

Who

What

Where Why

How

What

What

What
Who

Who

Who

How

How

How Where

Where

Where

Why

When

Why

When

When
When

When

WhoHow

Why

Why

Where

What

How



Emergent Strategy

“Emergence is the way complex systems and patterns arise out of  a multiplicity of  relatively simple 
interactions… In the framework of  emergence, the whole is a mirror of  the parts.  Existence is factual — the 
health of  the cell is the health of  the species and the planet” (Brown AM 2017, p. 14).

A way of  organizing and doing antiracism work that centers 
relationship building - building one’s personal relationship 
with responsibility for self, building relationships with others,  
and reliance on compassion, integrity, trust and commitment 
to small movements in the fostering of  adaptable, 
sustainable, resilient, strong organizations. 



“Many of  us have been socialized to understand that constant 
growth, violent competition, and critical mass are the ways to 
create change.  But emergence shows us that adaptation 
and evolution depend more upon critical, deep, and 
authentic connections”  (Brown AM 2017, p14).



Small 

“What we practice on a small scale reverberate to the largest scale” Brown 2017, p 52. 

The power of

Small action: within the first 20 minutes of  waking 
look in the mirror and say something kind about 
yourself  to yourself  and, within the first hour of  
leaving home, do something kind for someone you do 
not know. 



Emergent Strategy principles 
• Small is good, small is all. (The large is a reflection of  the small.)  
Change is constant. (Be like water.)  

There is always enough time for right work.  There is a conversation in the room 
that only these people at this moment can have.  

Never a failure, always a lesson. 

• Trust the people. (If  you trust the people, they become 
trustworthy.) 

Move at the speed of  trust. Focus on critical connections more than critical mass 
- build resilience by building relationships.  

Less prep, more presence.  

• What you pay attention to grows (Brown, AM 2017 p. 41).



Emergent strategies let us practice, in every possible 
way, the world we want to see (Brown 2017, p. 53).



Emergent Strategy (strategies) is factual, iterative, 
intentional, deliberate, imaginative, action-driven (present), 
and future-crafting (aspirational).  It is justice in daily action. 



“Transform ourselves to transform the world”(Brown 2017, p 53).

Emergent Strategy
understands that we must:



Like the thought-exercise on the rain of  racism, what is the role of  the 
imagination in an institution’s antiracism journey?  

What is the assumed/expected physical, emotional, and visual labour of  black  
and brown bodies in an institution’s antiracism journey?  

In what ways can an institution’s imagination and the expected labour (physical, 
emotional, and visual) of  black, brown, and other vulnerable bodies recapitulate 
colonial technologies,  re-inscribing instead of  disrupting legacy racial coding?  

How can thoughtful/mindful attention to visual ethics and visual justice be at 
every level of  an individual/institution’s antiracism work?  

Is innocent re-traumatizing of  vulnerable bodies unavoidable in antiracism work?  

Can institutions (and individuals) get locked in cycles of  exacting harm? 



Emergent strategy/ies as a praxis can potentially guide an 
organization and a field to holistic antiracism work, linking the 
health and wellbeing of  each individual’s relationship with self  
and others with the organization’s will to transform a historically 
toxic culture to a nourishing environment of  love, justice, growth 
and flourishing. 



Emergent Strategy
Each organization’s growth towards antiracism and justice is 

unique;   whereby responses to seemingly daunting 
questions such as what’s next or what’s the right way are 

dependent on the buy-in of  individuals in the organization 
to the organization’s mission and it strategic plan for 

antiracist wellbeing, growth, and flourishing.

Policies and laws internal and external to the field will do little to 
transform the field if  the heart and soul of  the field, meaning the 

individuals and organizations therein, continue to be vested in racism and 
racial performances of  power, identity, and belonging. 



Assessment criteria for the dance class, the dance 
curriculum, the running of  the dance organization, 
and the boardroom and beyond are essential.  And, 
who sets them is as important as the fact that such 
assessments exist and how they are adhered to.  
Emergent Strategy encourages the fractural and 
iterative: “What is practiced at the small scale sets 
the pattern (or mirrors) the pattern of  whole 
systems” (Brown, 2017 p 53). 



Trust and Hope

Trust and Hope are powerful tools of  antiracism work



Carol Marie Webster, PhD

Thank You
Dance without Surrender Dream without Borders

www.dancewithoutsurrender.com
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